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Abstract—Chipless ultra-wideband (UWB) has been proposed as
a low-cost alternative for radiofrequency identification (RFID). In
this paper, a comprehensible theoretical introduction to time-domain
operation of a UWB RFID tag is described, and a circuit model
is proposed. For commercial applications low-cost RFID readers
are demanded. To this end, this paper addresses the measurement
of time-coded UWB chipless tags for RFID in time domain. Two
different setups to detect time-coded tags are presented, one based on
commercial UWB impulse radar (IR) and the other based on a vector
network analyzer (VNA). The experimental results show the feasibility
of using an IR-UWB radar as a UWB RFID reader, achieving very
good read ranges.

1. INTRODUCTION

A RFID system consists of readers and tags applied to objects. The
reader interrogates the tags via a wireless link to obtain the data stored
into them [1]. The cheapest RFID tags with the largest commercial
potential are passive or semipassive [2, 3], where the energy necessary
for tag–reader communication is harvested from the reader’s signal.
Passive RFID tags are based on backscatter modulation, where the
antenna reflection properties are changed according to information
data.

UHF passive tags are preferred due to the compromise between
price, memory capacity and read range in front of HF and MF
frequency tags, which are reserved for short-range applications.
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However, UHF RFID technology has some drawbacks. The frequency
band allocation and transmission power permitted depend on the
country or region, and the technology has reduced area coverage,
an insufficient range resolution for accurate localization and a scarce
multiple-access capability. In addition, UHF RFID technology is
also influenced by multipath propagation [4], interference between
readers [5] and frequency detuning when tags are attached to
materials [6].

Since the FCC’s allocation of UWB spectrum in the range
3.1–10.6GHz in 2002, UWB has gained interest in academia [7]
and industry [8]. UWB has several advantages when compared
to traditional narrow-band communication systems such as high
data-rate, low average radiated power and simple RF circuitry.
Many of these potential advantages are a direct consequence of
UWB’s large instantaneous bandwidth. UWB technology is also a
promising solution for next generation RFID systems to overcome most
limitations of current narrow-band RFID technology. A great interest
has arisen in UWB active tags for their localization capability in indoor
scenarios [9]. However, they are expensive for other applications where
short-range requirements (few meters) and low cost are required.

A significant lower in passive UHF tag costs has been achieved
within a short period of time due to the adoption of RFID technology
in several fields such as logistic, automotive, surveillance, automation
systems, etc. [3]. Even so, tag price is limited by the chip and
the process to attach it to the antenna. For instance, the use
of current chip-based tags is prohibitive for tagging documents and
large volumes of paper/plastic-based items such as banknotes, postage
stamps, tickets and envelopes.

UWB chipless RFID systems might be a promising solution for
low-cost item tagging [10–17]. Chipless tags based on surface acoustic
waves (SAW) are already commercially available [18–20]. However,
these tags are expensive; they do not provide a fully printable solution
due to their piezoelectric nature and can not be applied on banknotes,
postage stamps, or other paper/plastic-based items [10]. UWB chipless
RFID tags have been recently proposed in [10–16]. In [10, 11], printable
chipless RFID tags based on multiresonators have been reported; here
information is coded in frequency. An alternative method where the
information is coded in time has been proposed in [14–17]. Here, the
simplest way to code information is by varying the physical length of an
open-ended transmission line connected to a scattering UWB antenna.
Although this idea has been proposed by some authors [14–17], there
are few experimental results [14–17], which have been obtained by
means of high-cost instruments such as vector network analyzers
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(VNA). Future implementations of commercial readers should be based
on low-cost equipments, such as IR-UWB radars.

The aim of this work is to study the possibility of using an IR-
UWB radar as a RFID reader for time-domain chipless UWB RFID.
To this end, an experimental setup for time-domain chipless UWB
RFID based on a commercial UWB radar is presented. Using UWB
antennas connected to a delay line as a tag, several experimental
results are obtained that show the basic theory of operation and
the potential of this new RFID technology. Experimental results are
compared to the ones obtained with a VNA. In contrast with previous
measurements reported for scattering antennas [14–17], measurements
are here performed in real environments (not inside an anechoic
chamber). Read-ranges up to 1.5 meters are demonstrated, which are
much larger than the read-ranges in the order of tens of centimeters
demonstrated for frequency-coded chipless tags [10, 11].

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the basic
theory of time-coded UWB RFID using a comprehensible circuit
interpretation for chipless time-coded tags. Section 3 describes the two
time-domain experimental setups proposed, one based on an IR UWB
radar and another based on a VNA. In Section 4 results are presented
using the experimental setups introduced in Section 3, comparing both
responses for identical measurements. Finally, Section 5 gives some
conclusions.

2. UWB CHIPLESS RFID OPERATION PRINCIPLE
AND SYSTEM THEORY

Passive RFID is based on modulating the radar cross section [21] of the
tag. Depending on the authors (Green [22], Collin [23], Hansen [24]),
there are different formulations for deriving the field scattered at an
antenna connected to an arbitrary load when it is illuminated by a
plane wave. However, these authors have shown that this field can be
expressed as the sum of two terms (or modes):

- A structural mode, which is mainly due to the wave diffraction at
the antenna structure (patches, ground plane, edge effects. . . ) [25–
28].

- An antenna mode (or tag mode), which is mainly due to the
radiation properties of the antenna. This term depends on the
load ZL connected to the antenna.
In consequence, the field scattered at an antenna ES(ZL)

connected to an arbitrary load ZL can be obtained from [29, 30]:

ES(ZL) = Esm(Zc) + Eam(ZL) = Esm(Zc) +
ΓL

1− ΓLΓa
E0 (1)
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where Esm(Zc) is the structural-mode scattering field and Eam(ZL) =
E0ΓL/(1 − ΓLΓa) is the antenna-mode scattering field. Zc is the
normalization impedance, E0 is the scattering field under an unit
incident wave and Γa, ΓL are the reflection coefficients of the antenna
and the load, respectively. The reflection coefficient ΓL, which
multiplies the unit-incident-wave scattering field E0, depends on the
circuit connected to the antenna. This circuit not only accounts for the
load itself (ZLOAD), but also for the transmission line that connects
the antenna and the load. Therefore, the antenna-mode scattering
field depends on the load and the length L of this transmission line.
When the circuit connected to the antenna is matched (ΓL = 0) only
structural scattering exists. If not, part of the received energy is
reradiated, and structural and antenna modes coexist.

The proposed system is shown in Figure 1. It consists of a bistatic
UWB radar that illuminates the tag. When the transmitted pulse
hits the tag antenna, a portion is backscattered towards the receiver
and a portion propagates inside the tag. Then, time-coded chipless
tags can be considered scattering antennas (antennas terminated with
a load impedance) with two scattering modes: the structural mode
(first or early-time reflection) and the tag (or antenna) mode (second
reflection).

Tx

Rx

Tx UWB Antenna

Rx UWB Antenna Structural
 mode

Antenna
modeCoupling

Coupling

Structural
 mode

Antenna
mode

Transmission Line

Length L

2L/v

t

Figure 1. Experimental RFID system based on a UWB radar for
time-coded chipless tags measurement.

An in-depth comprehensive circuit-theory for UWB time-coded
chipless tags is given next. The tag is modeled as an equivalent
two-port network (antenna) terminated with a transmission line of
length L and characteristic impedance Zc loaded with an impedance
ZLOAD [23], as presented in Figure 2. The wave a represents the
incoming wave from the radar transmitting antenna. The outcoming
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Figure 2. Model for the UWB RFID tag.

wave b is generated due to reflection and is scattered in direction to the
radar receiving antenna. The waves a and b are normalized to the free-
space impedance (120π Ω). The output of the antenna is normalized to
Zc. Thus, S22 in Figure 2(b) represents the reflection coefficient of the
antenna, S22 = Γa. The reflection coefficients Γa and ΓL are defined
as:

Γa =
Za − Zc

Za + Zc
(2)

ΓL =
ZL − Zc

ZL + Zc
(3)

where Za is the antenna impedance and ZL the load connected to the
antenna. The reflection coefficient at the input of the tag Γin can be
obtained from the analysis of Figure 2:

Γin =
b

a
= S11 +

ΓL

1− ΓaΓL
S21S12 (4)

which can be expanded in series:

Γin = S11 + S21S12ΓL

[
1 +

∞∑

n=1

(ΓaΓL)n

]
≈ S11 + S21S12ΓL (5)

Assuming that the RFID reader transmits a pulse p(t) and defining
τL = 2L/v as the round-trip propagation delay along the transmission
line (v is the propagation velocity in the transmission line), a physical
interpretation of (5) can be obtained from the bounce diagram shown
in Figure 3. It is a two-dimensional representation of the transient
waves bouncing back and forth on the tag. Zigzagging lines indicate
the progress of the wave as a function of position and time (t). The
direction of travel is from bottom to top. The terms within the series
in (5) represent the multiple reflections of the waves between the load
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Figure 3. Bounce diagram for transient waves scattered at the tag.

ZLOAD and the antenna, which appear every time delay nτL (for
n = 1, 2, 3 . . .). For a well-matched antenna only the first term is
considered because the others vanish rapidly. Since delay information
in this term is the key parameter, the best method to obtain maximum
amplitude is to make ZLOAD = ∞ or ZLOAD = 0 (open-circuit
or short-circuit load) and design Zc matched to the antenna input
impedance Za. Assuming a low-loss line:

ΓL = e−j2πf2L/vΓLOAD (6)
where f is the frequency and ΓLOAD is the reflection coefficient of the
load connected at the end of the transmission line, (e.g., ΓLOAD = 1
when ZLOAD = ∞). It can also be seen that the phase of ΓL,
e−j2πf2L/v, directly depends on the frequency and increases with the
length L. This shows that the load reflection coefficient phase, and
therefore the scattered tag (antenna) mode field Eam(ZL) depends on
the length of the transmission line before the load.

Moreover, the antenna layout must be carefully designed in order
to prevent undesired radiation effects that could influence the antenna-
mode field. For instance, in [31, 32] it is reported that the ground size
and shape can affect some UWB antennas such as fat monopoles.

By applying Inverse Fourier Transform to (5), we can obtain
the time-domain backscattered field or, equivalently, the time-domain
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reflection coefficient between the incoming and outcoming waves:

Γin(t) ≈ S11(t) + S12(t) ∗ S21(t) ∗ δ(t− τL) ∗ =−1(ΓLOAD) (7)

where ∗ denotes the convolution operator. When ΓLOAD is real, (i.e.,
resistive or open/short-circuited loads), (7) can be expressed as:

Γin(t) ≈ S11(t) + ΓLOADg(t− τL) (8)

where g(t) is defined as the Inverse Fourier Transform of S12S21:

g(t) = =−1 (S12(f)S21(f)) = S12(t) ∗ S21(t) (9)

Since the structural mode S11(t) and g(t) have finite time duration,
the time responses associated to the structural mode and the tag mode
g(t−τL) can be separated if the line length L is conveniently designed.
The received signal at the reader in frequency domain is given by:

Stag(f) = Hfree(f, r1)Γin(f)Hfree(f, r2)P (f) (10)

where P (f) is the Fourier Transform of the transmitted pulse p(t)
(which includes the response of the transmitting antenna), r1 is the
distance from the tag to the transmitting antenna, r2 is the distance
from the tag to the receiving antenna, and Hfree is the transfer function
due to free-space propagation:

Hfree(f, r)=
1√

4π · re−j2πf ·r/c −→=−1
hfree(t, r)=

1√
4π · r δ(t−r/c) (11)

where c is propagation velocity in free space, r = r1 + r2 and δ(t) is
the Dirac delta function. The delay r/c represents the delay from the
antenna, and the term 1/r represents the attenuation of a spherical
wave. By applying the Inverse Fourier Transform to (10), the signal
received at the reader in time domain is:

stag(t) = Γin(t) ∗ hfree(t, r1) ∗ hfree(t, r2) ∗ p(t) (12)

which can be expressed as:

stag(t) = αp(t− τp) ∗ S11(t) + α · ΓLOADp(t− τp) ∗ g(t− τL)
= α · S11(t) ∗ p(t) ∗ δ(t− τp)

+α · ΓLOADg(t) ∗ p(t) ∗ δ(t− τp − τL) (13)

where α is the round-trip attenuation factor due to the propagation in
free space and τp is the round-trip time delay between tag and reader.
Both parameters are functions of the tag-reader distance r. In (13)
S11(t) ∗ p(t) is the response associated to the structural mode and
g(t) ∗ p(t) is the response associated to the tag mode.

In the ideal case of an antenna with infinite bandwidth, S11(t)
and g(t) can be approximated by the Dirac delta function, δ(t). Then,
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time resolution only depends on the type of pulse. However, the finite
time duration of structural and tag modes produce an increase of the
received pulse duration and some shape distortion, reducing the time
resolution. This resolution determines the minimum delay that can be
coded and, at the end, the number of data bits available.

In real measurements, tag response is distorted by clutter and
cross-coupling between reader antennas. Clutter is defined as those
scattering contributions not originated at the object under test (for
instance, reflections at the walls or other objects). Then, the signal
received at the reader can be expressed as:

s(t) = stag(t) + sc(t) + sm(t) (14)

where sc(t) is coupling contribution and sm(t) is the clutter due to
multipath reflections.

3. TIME-DOMAIN MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

Two measurement techniques are compared in this paper. They are
mainly distinguished by the kind of stimulus signal that is applied.

3.1. Impulse Technique

In this technique, a UWB pulse is transmitted by the transmitting
antenna. In order to concentrate the energy of the stimulus in the pass
band of the antenna and therefore the UWB band, monocycles are used
rather than pulses. The reflected signal at the tag s(t) can be measured
by means of an oscilloscope or a fast sampler. The experimental setup
is shown in Figure 4.

Two UWB antennas, one for transmission and the other for
reception, are pointed directly towards the tag. The GZ1120ME-50EV
pulse generator (Geozondas) is used to generate a monocycle pulse
with a central frequency of 5 GHz, an amplitude of ±5V and a pulse

USB

GZ1120ME-50EV

Pulse Generator

GZ6E

Sampler Converter

Trigger

Tx Antenna

TAG

Rx Antenna

Figure 4. Experimental setup using a UWB radar.
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repetition rate (PRI) of 250 KHz. Sampling is done with the GZ6E
sampler converter (Geozondas), which triggers the pulse generator.
More details about the waveforms are described in [33].

The mean energy of a UWB pulse is very low, even for relative
high amplitudes, and the noise bandwidth of the sampling converters
is very large. In consequence, this method is sensitive to random
noise. Noise influence may be suppressed either by averaging (further
reducing the measurement rate) or by generating extremely-high
voltage impulses. However, this represents no practical solution for
industrial applications. Another drawback arises in the inadequateness
of the sampling gate control due to non-linearity in the ramp control,
temperature drift or jitter. Possibly, UWB radars in the near future
will overcome these drawbacks.

It is essential to reduce clutter in measurements to enhance
the peak scattered at the tag using signal processing techniques
and to reduce cross-coupling from the transmitter to the receiver.
Two techniques have been used in the experiments to remove these
unwanted contributions: background subtraction and time gating.

Assuming that clutter and cross coupling are stationary, their
effect is reduced by subtracting the empty-room response (background)
from the response in presence of the object. The second technique used
to remove clutter from the measurement is gating, or time-domain
windowing. All contributions that do not overlap with the object
response are ignored. These contributions include reflections on the
RF cables, walls, and interactions of the object with the room.

3.2. Step-frequency Technique

In this technique, a sine wave is frequency stepped or continuously
swept over the band of interest. Figure 5 shows the experimental setup
that has been implemented. The time-domain response is obtained
from the Inverse Fourier Transform of the scattering parameter S21

measured with a vector network analyzer (in our setup Agilent
PNA E8364C). The step width determines the unambiguous range.
Attention should be paid to the Inverse Fourier Transform if the
stimulus band is smaller than the antenna bandwidth. In this case,
the side lobes in the impulse response are no longer determined by
the antenna response but rather by the measurement bandwidth.
These side lobes can be suppressed by windowing the data before the
transformation, but doing these results in slightly reducing the range
resolution (compared with using a rectangular window). In this work
a Hamming window is used.

The advantages of the step-frequency technique are its excellent
drift stability and random noise suppression because of the narrow-
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band receivers, as well as its flexibility in the choice of the stimulus
band. It is, however, the most expensive and slowest method. In
order to reduce clutter, the same background subtraction and time-
windowing techniques explained in Section 3.1 for the UWB radar are
used.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to show the feasibility of time-domain measurements using the
presented setups, a UWB time-coded chipless tag has been designed.
The tag is composed by a circular slot UWB antenna [34–36] connected
to one/several coaxial delay lines to easily adjust the delay. The
proposed antenna is fabricated on Rogers4003 substrate, with relative
dielectric permittivity εr = 3.38 and thickness h = 32 mil. Dimensions
of the antenna and its photographs are shown in Figure 6. The
radiation element consists of a circular slot of radius 35 mm that is
fed by a circular open-ended microstrip line of radius 8.97 mm. This
line is connected to the 50Ω access line. Figure 7 shows measured
and simulated |S11| and simulated maximum gain. Simulations are
done with Agilent Momentum Electromagnetic Simulator. It can be
observed that the antenna works correctly over the entire UWB band
(3.1–10.6GHz), with a |S11| under −10 dB.

Following the theory presented in Section 2, the structural
backscattering mode is independent of the load connected to the
antenna, whereas the antenna mode depends on the reflection
coefficient of the load. Tag responses are measured at a distance of
50 cm when loading the antenna with different charges: a matched
load (50Ω), a short circuit and an open circuit. Measured time-
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domain responses with the UWB radar setup and with the VNA setup
can be observed in Figures 8(a)–(b) and 8(c)–(d), respectively. In
Figures 8(a) and 8(c) both structural and tag modes can be observed.
Tag modes are marked with a green circle in both figures, and zoomed
in Figures 8(b) and 8(d). We can see that although the UWB radar is
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Figure 6. Layout and photographs of the designed antenna, (a)
bottom face and (b) top face. Dimensions are in millimeters.
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Figure 8. Tag response with different load conditions (matched, short-
circuited and open-circuited load), (a)–(b) using a UWB Radar and
(c)–(d) using a VNA.

noisier than the VNA, the expected results are perfectly visible. With
a matched load, the pulse amplitude of the tag mode is minimum,
while with a short or open circuit load the amplitude is maximum but
with opposite sign. This is explained since ΓLOAD = 1 for an open
circuit and ΓLOAD = −1 for a short circuit. The results obtained
with the VNA and the UWB radar agree with similar results obtained
only with a VNA in [12, 14–17], and they show that the tag mode can
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be modulated in amplitude. It is also clear that if the delay of the
transmission line is large enough, the structural and antenna modes
can be split.

However, one of the objectives of this work is to go beyond
from detecting modulations in amplitude since in time-domain chipless
RFID the information must be coded in the time difference between
structural and tag modes. To analyze the time-domain response
with different delays, the tag is loaded with open-ended transmission
lines with different lengths, which implies different delays between the
structural and tag modes. Seven delays are measured, increasing the
transmission line length on each delay. Each measurement or delay
is labeled from 1 to 7. In these experiments, the distance between
the tag and the reader is 1.5 meters. All the experiments have been
performed in our laboratory without using any anechoic chamber in
order to simulate practical operation in a real RFID application.

Figures 9(a) and 9(b) show the measurements for the UWB radar
setup and for the VNA setup, respectively. Again, the VNA gives a
cleaner signal, but in both graphs it can be observed that the peaks of
the tag mode (marked with a red circle) are detected at different delays
for each delay number, while the structural mode peak remains always
at the same delay (at about 6.3 nanoseconds for the UWB radar and
at 10.3 nanoseconds for the VNA). The change in the tag mode delay
is clearly visible between delays 4 and 5, where the transmission line
length increase is higher.

Finally, Table 1 and Figure 10 show a comparison between the
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Figure 9. Structural mode and tag mode for the tag with different
transmission line lengths, for (a) the UWB radar and (b) the VNA.
The tag-to-reader distance is 1.5m. Each tag mode peak is marked
with a circle.
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Table 1. Comparison between the detected delays for both topologies
(UWB radar and VNA) and theoretical delays (tag-to-reader distance
of 1.5 m) and Standard Deviation for each delay number, considering
theoretical and measured delays.

Delay

Number

Length

(mm)

Delay value (ns) Standard

Deviation

(ps)

IR-UWB

Radar
VNA

Theoretical

Value

1 252.0 2.685 2.685 2.685 0

2 279.3 2.837 2.779 2.763 38.9

3 306.6 2.944 2.934 2.996 33.3

4 333.9 3.076 3.043 3.156 58.1

5 513.1 5.054 4.972 5.132 80.0

6 540.4 5.181 5.096 5.214 60.9

7 567.7 5.386 5.360 5.374 13.0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Delay Number

5.5
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Figure 10. Comparison between the detected delays for both
topologies (UWB radar and VNA) and theoretical delays (tag-to-
reader distance of 1.5 m).

detected differential delays between tag and structural modes for
each measurement (Delay Number). The theoretical delay is the real
physical delay of the transmission line. Since the first delay (2.685 ns) is
due to the reflection of the tag without any transmission line connected
to it, the delay is always the same for all setups, and it is used as a
reference for the following ones. It is shown that even though the
measured delays with the two setups are not exactly the same as
the theoretical ones, their values are very similar and their growing
trend, (i.e., no delay is lower than its predecessor) is the same. Last
column of Table 1 shows the Standard Deviation, in picoseconds, of
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the experimental results. It can be seen a maximum deviation of about
80 ps that appears at the fifth delay.

The previous results show that delay changes of about 150 ps
(which are comparable to pulse duration) can be detected in both
systems. It can be seen also that there is a relatively high
Standard Deviation for some delays (for example, 80 ps for delay 5,
as commented), which could lead to measurement errors compared
to the resolution of 150 ps. However, all measured delays for each
measurement setup are slightly higher than the theoretical values,
so no delay can overlap its adjacent one. Hence as expected from
theory presented in Section 2, the delay resolution is limited by the
received pulse waveform. Thus, the number of bits depends of this
parameter and the maximum delay allowed (which depends on the
transmission losses, the receiver noise and residual clutter interference
not compensated in the calibration). For instance, in the particular
example shown in this work up to 18 states can be coded (considering
a resolution of 150 ps and delays between 2.6 and 5.4 ns). However,
the number of states depends not only on the resolution, but on the
time window used. A time window of up to 25 ns was used in the
measurements, which sets the theoretical upper limit to 166 coded
states. The time window could be higher than 25 ns, but it is limited by
free-space propagation and the pulse repetition interval (PRI). Since a
pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 250 kHz is used, the PRI is 4000 ns,
so the real limitation is free-space propagation. Finally, more states
could be coded if the variations were made not only in terms of time,
but also in terms of amplitude, which is possible according to the
results given in Figure 8. Nevertheless, these tags potential resides
into using them for integrated remote sensors or semi-passive RFID,
not into the number of states that can be coded.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This work has theoretically and empirically shown the feasibility for
time-domain UWB RFID detection. Experimental results confirm
that not only amplitude changes are detectable, (i.e., with a short
circuit, open circuit, or matched load), but also different delays by
means of different lengths for transmission lines. This permits the
detection of the delay between structural and tag modes, therefore
making tag codification possible. Two experimental setups for time-
domain detection have been compared. Although the VNA-based
setup presents less noise, this topology is prohibitive for low-cost UWB
readers. In consequence the new presented setup, based on a IR-UWB
radar is more interesting from a commercial point of view, since low-
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cost integrated circuits for UWB receivers are coming nowadays and in
the near future. In addition, it has been demonstrated that read-ranges
of about 1.5 m are possible using the two methods (VNA and UWB
radar). These read-ranges are larger compared with the read-ranges
of the order of tens of centimeters demonstrated for frequency-coded
chipless tags measured with a VNA in [10, 11]. This order of magnitude
for the read-ranges and future low-cost readers based on UWB radars
open the door to practical applications for this technology.
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